For nearly three decades, we have been creating exclusive luxury furniture, lighting and home accessories. We design opulent pieces for the interior design industry and hospitality business: from space-bound furniture to glamorous objects that bring ambience and sparkle into each décor.

True to our values we have maintained our ambition to produce outstanding design, characterised by originality, innovation, durability, and timeless beauty. All our products are manufactured with meticulous care, from high quality materials. Since they are essentially timeless, all of our designs withstand trends. They fit in well with a great variety of styles, and blend in many interiors.

In everything we develop, human needs for comfort, security, privacy and aesthetic satisfaction are considered. Our carefully accumulated knowledge and expertise enable us to create singular pieces ready to enjoy durably. Nothing thrills and inspires us more than seeing how people love and use our products in their daily life.

INDULGE IN LUXURY AND CHERISH TIMELESS STYLE
ABOUT EICHHOLTZ

Eichholtz designs and manufactures furniture, lighting and exclusive home accessories for the wholesale market. With an extensive product range we create exclusive interiors that appeal to the imagination worldwide. Our aim is to continuously inspire the interior business and hospitality industry. A lush style is our trademark.

Our international headquarters are located in Noordwijkerhout, the Netherlands - with over 40,000 m² of showrooms, warehouse space and our executive offices. From here we ship our opulent lighting, furniture and home accessories to clients all over the world.

We cater to a large and incredibly diverse international clientele: from interior designers and stylists to high end furniture and department stores; from chic hotels and upscale restaurants to trendy beach clubs and exclusive ski resorts.

To bring together designers, architects, retailers, and hoteliers, Eichholtz regularly organises in-house events. These events have a personal character since they are invitation-only. They offer excellent opportunities for networking and finding inspiration.

HOW TO ORDER

The Eichholtz website gives you a perfect overview of our extensive collection. The best way to gain access to all items is by creating an online account, which is easy to do.

Create your Eichholtz account in 3 steps:

1. Go to eichholtz.com and click on MY ACCOUNT
2. Fill in your personal data
3. Create a password and click on SUBMIT

You will receive an activation email within 48 hours. If you have any questions or need assistance, please contact our Support Team via service@eichholtz.com

TRADE BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

Taking pride in creating items of unmatched beauty that exceed the highest standards in design, quality and durability, Eichholtz has furnished more than 10,000 prestigious hotels, restaurants, clubs and stores around the globe. Our brand is the epitome of luxury living and our dedicated Sales Team is there to assist you. Below you’ll find some of the benefits we offer.

LARGE STOCK
We have 95% of our collection in stock, so most products can be picked up and shipped immediately upon ordering. Our Supply Chain Department ensures all orders are processed, checked on quality and prepared for transportation to the place of delivery.

PREMIUM SERVICE
Eichholtz has an in-house styling team and 3D designers. These experienced professionals are more than willing to transform your interior design projects into 3D visuals for a realistic 360° overview of the desired result.

HIGH VISIBILITY & TANGIBILITY
Eichholtz attends all distinguished interior design fairs to showcase new collections to designers, architects, retailers and hoteliers. To name a few: Maison&Objet in France, Salone del Mobile in Italy, I Saloni WorldWide in Russia and High Point Market in the USA.

WORLDWIDE SHIPMENT
Wherever your company or business project is located on the globe, we are experienced in dealing with international differences. Moreover we have the suitable logistic capabilities and partnerships to ensure all operations run smoothly.

GRAND SHOWROOM
We offer an expanded Inspiration Centre of over 4,000m² spread over more than 40 tastefully decorated rooms. This is where the Eichholtz vision is brought to life. In addition, we offer two restaurants with a panoramic view over the flower fields.

Benefits of your own Eichholtz account

With your online account you can:
• browse our entire collection
• create order templates and wish lists
• place orders based on actual stock
• view pending orders and order history
• manage shipping addresses
• benefit from special online offers

www.eichholtz.com

BROWSE. CLICK. DELIVERED.
TO THE TRADE
When it comes to planning a new project, the choices can be overwhelming. We have the knowledge, experience and resources to guide you through the process and set your project up for success. We love to translate your wishes into a customised solution and gladly advise you in the finishes, fixtures and details that will pull it all together.

View our extensive collection
In our Grand Showroom we welcome our customers and guests in the luxurious Eichholtz ambience. With more than forty fully decorated style rooms we are a one-stop-shop for interior, decor and atmosphere.

Inspired by travels around the globe
Inspired by their travels around the globe, Theo Eichholtz and his team are known for translating the specific charm of the places they visit into appealing interior schemes and alluring ambiences. Together with his designers, Theo creates furniture collections that capture the classic chic of French residences, the rustic romance of Canadian mountain houses, the refined oriental splendour of ancient Asian palaces and the sumptuous glamour of Hollywood mansions. The Eichholtz collection offers you a variety of styles with influences from all corners of the world.

Crafted by skilled artisans
The majority of our furniture pieces, lighting and accessories are designed in-house. What we design in the Netherlands is manufactured in Asia and Eastern Europe, partly by factory production and partly by hand. Many of our accessories and accent pieces are crafted by skilled artisans, such as glassblowers and blacksmiths.

Detailed floor plan
To be able to design the furniture layout, wiring systems, lighting schemes and so on, we create a detailed floor plan for your project. By generating a nice flow between rooms, hallways et cetera, a good floor plan increases the enjoyment of the total space.

Colour scheme and wall finishings
Walls form the foundation of any interior scheme and impart a finished look. They can also dramatically transform a space, lending sleek sophistication or historical reference. Therefore we pay special attention to the colour scheme and wall finishings: from stunning fabric coverings and classic wood paneling to fine plaster siding and high quality paintwork.

3D visuals of the desired result
Our styling team and 3D designers are more than willing to transform your interior design projects into 3D visuals to give a realistic 360° preview of the desired result.
DISCOVER ENDLESS STYLING POSSIBILITIES

We have created two Inspiration Books to give you an idea of the endless styling possibilities with our luxury lighting, furniture and home accessories.

For an overview of our entire collection, see our website and the Eichholtz Collection Books. Request hard copies of our Inspiration Books and Collection Books or download the pdf's from www.eichholtz.com via your online account.

DIMENSIONS FURNITURE & LIGHTING

With a focus on quality and distinction, many of our luxury furniture pieces and stylish home accessories are entirely or partially handcrafted. Due to the artisan production process and materials used, each item is unique with no two exactly alike, exuding a fine character that improves with time.

Please note that the reference dimensions are indicated as follows:

All dimensions mentioned in the descriptions are in centimeters, approximate and subject to change (with a tolerance of 2 percent).

TABLE AND FLOOR LAMPS

A = lamp width
B = shade width
C = total height

WALL LAMPS

A = maximum width
B = maximum depth
C = total height

CHAIRS AND SOFAS

Chair: A = width | B = depth | C = height

Seat: D = depth seat | E = height seat

Arm: F = height arm

OUR MAIN CUSTOMERS

Eichholtz provides services and delivers products to several design professionals and furnishing businesses.

Our main customers are:

EICHHOLTZ MONOBRAND STORES

There are several Eichholtz Monobrand Stores around the globe - from Barcelona to Beijing, and from Kazakhstan to St Petersburg - and the number is still growing. We love to help you run a successful Eichholtz Monobrand Store and will support you in any possible way.

RETAIL STORES

We deliver products and provide service to various stores, from independent stores to chain stores and department stores. To help you run a successful shop-in-shop we offer a range of Point of Sale (POS) materials, swatches, and branding tools.

DESIGN PROFESSIONALS

Whether you’re an architect, interior designer or interior decorator, we know the importance of working with like-minded professionals. People that share your drive towards a stunning end result and the journey it takes to get there.

HOSPITALITY AND LEISURE INDUSTRY

When it comes to redecorating your establishment or planning a new project, the choices can be overwhelming. Our in-house designers and 3D team are more than willing to provide for your complete interior design, from furniture layout to lighting schemes and wall finishes.
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Flexibility and comfort

Go for flexibility and luxury with the modular Vista Grande series. Exuding contemporary beauty and providing optimal comfort, these sumptuous furniture pieces offer various possibilities for composition. Thanks to the modular system you can create either a left or right corner sofa. The ottoman can be used singly or as an extension of the sofa. Available in a Clarck sand or Avalon white upholstery.

Sofa Vista Grande
Clarck sand | black base
A. 280 | B. 120 | C. 90 | D. 57 | E. 40 | F. 60 cm
112264
Fabric composition
100% polyester

Ottoman Vista Grande
Clarck sand | black base
173 x 83 x H. 40 cm
113111
Fabric composition
100% polyester

Sofa Vista Grande Lounge
Clarck sand | black base
Lounge section can be placed on either side
A. 380 | B. 200/120 | C. 90 | D. 57 | E. 40 | F. 60 cm
112274
Fabric composition
100% polyester
The charm of Streamline Moderne

The York sofa and chair ooze a touch of decadence. Their distinctive silhouettes are derived from Streamline Moderne, an international Art Deco design style from the 1930s that is characterised by soft curving forms and long horizontal lines.
Smart sectional

Design and flexibility merge in the Mondial series. Thanks to the numerous possibilities for composition you can create a perfect seating group for any living space, whether large or small. Loose deluxe back cushions provide optimal comfort.
Relax in style

Sit back and unwind in the sumptuous Tuscany sofa. With its Avalon white upholstery and loose back cushions, this ample snug couch offers an optimal seating experience and a perfect spot for reclining. With 4 square throw cushions it offers a sophisticated timeless design with unrivalled charm and grace.
Boundless versatility

Comprising a 2-seater, a corner sofa and an ottoman, the modular Clifford series offers a range of seating options. Featuring an Avalon white upholstery and a biscuit tufted backside, these furniture pieces are a perfect fit for crisp white interiors. Use each element individually, or pair the corner sofa and ottoman to form a chaise longue. To create a right or left corner sectional sofa, simply add the 2-seater to this configuration.
Add Mid-Century Modern appeal to your dining room or kitchen with this stylish set of 2 Cooper dining chairs. Elegantly shaped and designed for everyday living, each chair is characterised by a seating and backrest in cream-coloured bouclé, and tapered black legs with brass caps.

Dining Chair Cooper set of 2
Bouclé cream | black & brass legs
A. 55 | B. 64 | C. 83 | D. 50 | E. 49 cm
113988
Fabric composition: 100% polyester

Dining Chair Cooper set of 2
Roche turquoise velvet | black & brass legs
A. 55 | B. 64 | C. 83 | D. 50 | E. 49 cm
113989
Fabric composition: 100% polyester

Dining Chair Cooper set of 2
Roche light grey velvet | black & brass legs
A. 55 | B. 64 | C. 83 | D. 50 | E. 49 cm
113124
Fabric composition: 100% polyester

Dining Chair Cooper set of 2
Roche dark grey velvet | black & brass legs
A. 55 | B. 64 | C. 83 | D. 50 | E. 49 cm
113125
Fabric composition: 100% polyester

Reference dimensions are indicated as follows: A = width | B = depth | C = height - Seat: D = depth | E = height - Arm: F = height
If you like retro style, the Willis dining chairs are made for you! These are the perfect dining room seats: restrained, elegant and very comfy. Moreover, they fit in with any interior style, whether classic or contemporary. Featuring a black steel frame with a seat and backrest in a velvet upholstery, these superb dining chairs come in sets of 2.
Every inch a statement of contemporary elegance, the classy Court chair is seductive and on trend. This occasional armchair offers superb comfort and is as comfortable in a living room or study as it is in a bedroom. It is upholstered in Catania blue velvet and has a beautiful diamond tufted backrest. A brushed brass frame in retro style completes the glamorous look.

**Chair Court**
- Catania blue velvet | brushed brass frame
- Fabric composition: 51% viscose | 32% cotton | 17% polyester
- Reference dimensions: A: 75 | B: 78 | C: 82 | D: 42 | E: 60 cm

**Bar Stool Parisian**
- Catania green velvet | brushed brass finish
- Fabric composition: 51% viscose | 32% cotton | 17% polyester
- Reference dimensions: ø 41 x H. 78 cm

**Counter Stool Parisian**
- Catania green velvet | brushed brass finish
- Fabric composition: 51% viscose | 32% cotton | 17% polyester
- Reference dimensions: ø 41 x H. 68 cm
Flop down onto the Gio chair to unwind after a long day’s work. Featuring slender legs with a brushed brass finish and a Catania green velvet upholstery, this retro armchair will add a splash of colour into your living room. Its deep seat and long backrest hold you comfortably, while the padded arms provide extra comfort.

Fabric composition: 51% viscose | 32% cotton | 17% polyester

Reference dimensions are indicated as follows: A = width | B = depth | C = height - Seat: D = depth | E = height - Arm: F = height
A splash of retro style

The cube-shaped Burnett stools stand out by their peculiarly placed legs with a brushed brass finish. Upholstered in velvet, these attractive ottomans bring a splash of retro style to your home interior. With their clean lines and soft curves they go well in Art Deco style and Mid-Century Modern décors.
A design that speaks to the senses

Add the final flourishes to your interior scheme with the Tahoe bench, featuring a Bague green velvet upholstery and tapered brass legs. With its sophisticated vintage look, this elegant 2-seater ottoman will be a stylish and functional asset for your lounge or a chic bedroom bench at the foot of your bed.

Bench Tahoe
Bague green | brass legs
125 x 58 x H. 45 cm
112037
Fabric composition
94% polyester | 6% cotton

Dressboy The Diplomat
Piano black finish | brass finish
44 x 41 x H. 134,5 cm
113635
Mahogany wood | brass finish
44 x 41 x H. 134,5 cm
113383

Dressboy The Diplomat
Piano black finish | brass finish
44 x 41 x H. 134,5 cm
113635
Mahogany wood | brass finish
44 x 41 x H. 134,5 cm
113383

Fabric composition
94% polyester | 6% cotton
**SIDE TABLE TURINO**

White marble | black marble | brushed brass finish
ø 60 x H. 50,5 cm
113586

**DINING TABLE GENOVA**

Dining Table Genova
Grey marble | mocha straight oak veneer
ø 132 x H. 76 cm
113413

**COFFEE TABLE NAPLES**

Coffee Table Naples set of 3
Solid Carrera marble
ø 83 x H. 30 cm | ø 83 x H. 35 cm | ø 83 x H. 40,5 cm
113801
COFFEE TABLE
TRICOLORI

Coffee Table Tricolori
Faux marble top | brushed copper finish
ø 120 x H. 42,5 cm
113808

SIDE TABLE TOSCA

Side Table Tosca
White marble | brushed copper finish
43 x 35 x H. 62 cm
113804

SIDE TABLE ARMSTRONG

Side Table Armstrong
Brushed copper finish
ø 67 x H. 61,5 cm
113811

SIDE TABLE PARK LANE

Side Table Park Lane
Black faux marble | brushed copper finish
ø 49,5 x H. 60,5 cm
113805

SIDE TABLE GILMORE

Side Table Gilmore
Brushed copper finish | clear glass
109 x 58 x H. 56 cm
113806

SIDE TABLE PUGLIA

Side Table Puglia set of 2
Grey marble | orange finish | mocha finish
ø 35 x H. 50,5 cm | ø 35 x H. 56 cm
113412
Bauhaus appeal

Enjoy the Bauhaus designer appeal of the Royalton series. These alluring pieces of furniture have piano black frames and contain clear glass tops and shelves. Corners and legs with a brushed brass finish complete the modern aesthetic.
Sleek simplicity

The Cosmo desk is a seductive furniture piece in Hollywood Regency style. Meant to signify both opulence and comfort, this desk features a gold finish frame and black glass surfaces. With its straight lines and glossy look it will be a glamorous addition to your living room, bedroom or home office.

Desk Cosmo
Gold finish | black glass
161.5 x 65 x H. 75.5 cm
113681

Dining Table Triumph
Gold finish | clear glass
ø 125 x H. 75 cm
113930

Dining Table Triumph
Polished stainless steel | clear glass
ø 125 x H. 75 cm
110376

Console Table Carlow
Gold finish
155 x 45 x H. 76 cm
112691
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The Cosmo desk is a seductive furniture piece in Hollywood Regency style. Meant to signify both opulence and comfort, this desk features a gold finish frame and black glass surfaces. With its straight lines and glossy look it will be a glamorous addition to your living room, bedroom or home office.
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Gold finish | black glass
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Dining Table Triumph
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Dining Table Triumph
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110376

Console Table Carlow
Gold finish
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112691
LANTERN WAIKIKI

Lantern Waikiki
- Vintage brass finish
- 46,5 x 46,5 x H. 74 cm
- Lamp holder: 4 x E14

Tropical glamour
Add a touch of tropical glamour to your living space with the Antico chair. Featuring a superb branch-like frame with a gold finish and a seat in Panama natural upholstery, this armchair is perfect as a part of your living room seating arrangement or as an accent piece in your bedroom.
A celebration of nature

Botanical style meets vintage glamour in these decorative storage solutions. Featuring a Mustique green fabric upholstery with a beautiful banana leaf pattern, the suitcases and cabinets are finished with black leather look straps and gold coloured hardware. Castor wheels add to the retro look.
Luxury on display

Immerse your lounge, study or home library in luxuriance with the opulent Delano cabinet. Featuring three sections with 6 thick clear glass shelves (18 shelves in total), this marvellous wall unit with brushed brass finish will be right at home in your glamorous décor. All shelves have 3 options in terms of height. They can be mounted parallel or uneven.

Cabinet Delano
Brushed brass finish | clear glass
222.5 x 51 x H. 238 cm
113991

Cabinet Sterling
Vintage brass finish | black finish
Including pleated black and white shades
105 x 44 x H. 250 cm
111697

Lamp holder: 2 x E14

Cabinet Geo
Bronze finish | charcoal grey crown oak veneer
120.5 x 40 x H. 230 cm
113165

New arrivals
This brand new luxury collection is inspired by très chic antique from France. It is comprised of aluminium and available in a black or white powder coat finish.

The cushions offer an ultra-comfortable seating experience. They feature a 100% Sunbrella® acrylic upholstery in mineral blue with white piping or canvas with black piping. This sublime fabric is fade and stain resistant and water repellent.
CHAIR COMO

Chair Como
- White finish | sunbrella mineral blue
  A. 70 | B. 88 | C. 78 | D. 55 | E. 40 | F. 53 cm
  133302
  Fabric composition
  100% acrylic.

Chair Como
- Matte black finish | sunbrella canvas
  A. 70 | B. 88 | C. 78 | D. 55 | E. 40 | F. 53 cm
  133641
  Fabric composition
  100% acrylic.

PLANTER OCEAN CLUB

Planter Ocean Club
- White finish
  76 x 76 x H. 69 cm
  113219

Planter Ocean Club
- Matte black finish
  76 x 76 x H. 69 cm
  113647

Reference dimensions are indicated as follows: A = width | B = depth | C = height - Seat: D = depth | E = height - Arm: F = height.
**Chair Ocean Club**
Matte black finish | Sunbrella canvas
A. 96.5 | B. 93.5 | C. 68.5 | D. 45 | E. 38 | F. 68.5 cm
113621
Fabric composition
100% acrylic

**Sofa Ocean Club**
Matte black finish | Sunbrella canvas
A. 275.5 | B. 93 | C. 69 | D. 50 | E. 40 | F. 69 cm
113617
Fabric composition
100% acrylic

**Chair Ocean Club**
White finish | Sunbrella mineral blue
A. 96.5 | B. 93.5 | C. 68.5 | D. 45 | E. 38 | F. 68.5 cm
113633
Fabric composition
100% acrylic

**Sofa Ocean Club**
White finish | Sunbrella mineral blue
A. 275.5 | B. 93.5 | C. 68.5 | D. 45 | E. 38 | F. 68.5 cm
112743
Fabric composition
100% acrylic

**Timeless elegance, high durability and superb comfort**

Bring the sizzling ambience of the French Riviera to your veranda, patio or roof terrace with our luxury outdoor furniture. Equipped with plush cushions in Sunbrella® fabric, the sofas and chairs offer an ultra-comfortable seating experience. Sunbrella fabrics are engineered to resist mold and mildew. In addition, they allow air to pass through, offering a cooler space below.

**Sofa Ocean Club**
Matte black finish | Sunbrella canvas
A. 275.5 | B. 93 | C. 69 | D. 50 | E. 40 | F. 69 cm
113617
Fabric composition
100% acrylic

**Chair Ocean Club**
White finish | Sunbrella mineral blue
A. 96.5 | B. 93.5 | C. 68.5 | D. 45 | E. 38 | F. 68.5 cm
113633
Fabric composition
100% acrylic

**Chair Ocean Club**
Matte black finish | Sunbrella canvas
A. 96.5 | B. 93.5 | C. 68.5 | D. 45 | E. 38 | F. 68.5 cm
113621
Fabric composition
100% acrylic
CHAIR BELLA VISTA

Chair Bella Vista
Matte black finish | sunbrella canvas
A. 68,5 | B. 80 | C. 79 | D. 51 | E. 44 | F. 59,5 cm
113046
Fabric composition
100% acrylic

Chair Bella Vista
White finish | sunbrella mineral blue
A. 68,5 | B. 80 | C. 79 | D. 51 | E. 44 | F. 59,5 cm
113220
Fabric composition
100% acrylic

CHAISE LONGUE BELLA VISTA

Chaise Longue Bella Vista
Matte black finish | sunbrella canvas
A. 68,5 | B. 157 | C. 79 | D. 130 | E. 44 | F. 59,5 cm
113042
Fabric composition
100% acrylic

Chaise Longue Bella Vista
White finish | sunbrella mineral blue
A. 68,5 | B. 157 | C. 79 | D. 130 | E. 44 | F. 59,5 cm
113321
Fabric composition
100% acrylic

Reference dimensions are indicated as follows: A = width | B = depth | C = height | Seat: D = depth | E = height - Arm: F = height

113220
DINING CHAIR PALADIUM

Dining Chair Paladium
Matte black finish | Sunbrella canvas
A. 53 | B. 68 | C. 87 | D. 55 | E. 50 cm
112847
Fabric composition
100% acrylic

Dining Chair Paladium with arm
Matte black finish | Sunbrella canvas
A. 60 | B. 68 | C. 87 | D. 55 | E. 50 | F. 64,5 cm
113619
Fabric composition
100% acrylic

DINING CHAIR PALADIUM WITH ARM

Dining Chair Paladium
White finish | Sunbrella mineral blue
A. 53 | B. 68 | C. 87 | D. 55 | E. 50 cm
112847
Fabric composition
100% acrylic

Dining Chair Paladium with arm
White finish | Sunbrella mineral blue
A. 60 | B. 68 | C. 87 | D. 55 | E. 50 | F. 64,5 cm
113648
Fabric composition
100% acrylic
## DINING TABLE BELL RIVE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table Name</th>
<th>Finish</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>SKU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dining Table Bell Rive</td>
<td>Matte black finish</td>
<td>240 x 103 x H. 75 cm</td>
<td>113620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dining Table Bell Rive</td>
<td>White finish</td>
<td>240 x 103 x H. 75 cm</td>
<td>112849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dining Table Bell Rive</td>
<td>Matte black finish</td>
<td>ø 130 x H. 75 cm</td>
<td>113644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dining Table Bell Rive</td>
<td>White finish</td>
<td>ø 130 x H. 75 cm</td>
<td>113537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dining Table Bell Rive</td>
<td>White finish</td>
<td>ø 160 x H. 75 cm</td>
<td>112851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dining Table Bell Rive</td>
<td>White finish</td>
<td>ø 160 x H. 75 cm</td>
<td>113537</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COFFEE TABLE BELL RIVE RECTANGULAR

Coffee Table Bell Rive Rectangular
White finish
180 x 90 x H. 42 cm
113622

Coffee Table Bell Rive Rectangular
Matte black finish
180 x 90 x H. 42 cm
113643

COFFEE TABLE BELL RIVE SQUARE

Coffee Table Bell Rive Square
White finish
100 x 100 x H. 42 cm
113188

Coffee Table Bell Rive Square
Matte black finish
100 x 100 x H. 42 cm
113189
Aesthetic pleasure

Illuminate your interior stylishly with the glamorous Amazone chandeliers. With their sophisticated appearance these lustrous lamps will light up any space in your home. Hanging from different tiers, their rectangular bevelled glass plates capture and refract light to create dramatic patterns on surrounding surfaces. All lamps from this series are available with clear glass and smoke glass.
**Japandi**

Pairing the oriental style of Japanese furniture with Scandinavian design, the square faux alabaster lampshade of the Barret floor lamp is integrated in its sleek black frame. A wonderful source of mood lighting in your living room or bedroom.

**PENDANT ETRUSCAN SQUARE**

Create a pleasant atmosphere by hanging the round Etruscan pendant above your dining table or nightstand. With its brass finished fixture and round alabaster lampshade, this beautiful pendant gives your décor a romantic touch that’s just irresistible. For a startling effect, combine some of these round pendants with their square counterparts and group together above your coffee table.

**PENDANT ETRUSCAN ROUND**

**PENDANT ETRUSCAN SQUARE**

**PENDANT ETRUSCAN ROUND**
Playful design

The playful design of the Kimpton chandelier reminds one of a game of Mikado. Made up of six rectangular bars with an antique brass finish and integrated LED lights, this versatile modern suspension light creates beautiful light effects in your interior surroundings. The bars can be hung in any desired position by adjusting the length of the wires.

LED

Chandelier Kimpton
Antique brass finish
120 x maximum H. 260 cm
113507

CHANDELIER FUSION

LED

Chandelier Fusion
Antique brass finish
ø 80 x H. 80 cm
113171

CHANDELIER HELVETIA

LED

Chandelier Helvetia
Antique brass finish
ø 120 | 80 x maximum H. 245 cm
113469

Chandelier Elements
Antique brass finish
ø 80 x H. 80 cm
113371
Radiant focal point

Reminding one of planetarian rings, the galactic designed Cassini floor lamp makes a radiant focal point in your home interior. It comes with integrated dimmable LED lights, enabling you to adjust the brightness as desired. The inner rings are attached to hinges, so you can rotate them individually to direct the light as required.
Truly captivating

Light up your room with the wonderful Randall chandelier. The playful design of this bronze finish 3-ring pendant will add character to your interior. Each ring can be hung in any desired position by adjusting the length of the cables. Integrated LED lights beautifully disperse light through the crystal glass decorations, which can be arranged in any order.

Glamorous Art Deco style

Channel glamorous Art Deco style into your home with chandelier Le Marais. This stunning vintage style tapered chandelier with antique brass finish exudes the vibrant atmosphere of the roaring 1920s. Two levels of clear glass rods disperse a captivating light.
Cascading droplets

Striking due to their cascading droplets of crystal glass, the Hildebrandt chandeliers are sure to catch everyone’s eye. These spectacular palm leaf chandeliers with vintage brass finish will really aggrandize your décor, with the XL version as the most impressive model.

Chandelier Hildebrandt XL
- Vintage brass finish | crystal glass
- 95 x 95 x H. 106 cm
- 113307
- Lamp holder: 16 x E14

Wall Lamp Hildebrandt
- Vintage brass finish | crystal glass
- A. 45 | B. 27 | C. 27 cm
- 112876
- Lamp holder: 2 x E14

Chandelier Hildebrandt L
- Vintage brass finish | crystal glass
- 80 x 80 x H. 88 cm
- 112273
- Lamp holder: 12 x E14

Chandelier Hildebrandt S
- Vintage brass finish | crystal glass
- 65 x 65 x H. 46 cm
- 112272
- Lamp holder: 4 x E14

All lamps are sold without light bulbs. Reference dimensions for wall lamps are indicated as follows: A = width | B = depth | C = height
Table Lamp Coyote
Gold finish | black legs
Ø 38,5 x H. 69 cm
113929
Lamp holder: 1 x E27

Table Lamp Coyote
Gold finish | black legs
A. 50 | B. 50 | C. 165 cm
113888
Lamp holder: 2 x E27

Table Lamp Coyote
Gold finish | black legs
A. 50 | B. 50 | C. 165 cm
115639
Lamp holder: 2 x E27

Table Lamp Flair
Black marble | nickel finish
A. 13 | B. 50 | C. 70 cm
113763
Lamp holder: 1 x E27

Table Lamp Flair
Grey marble | brass finish
A. 13 | B. 50 | C. 70 cm
112612
Lamp holder: 1 x E27

Floor Lamp Coyote
Nickel finish | black legs
A. 50 | B. 50 | C. 165 cm
113888
Lamp holder: 2 x E27

Floor Lamp Shadow
Vintage brass finish
40 x 20 x H. 178 cm
113138
Lamp holder: 5 x E27

All lamps are sold without light bulbs. Reference dimensions for wall lamps are indicated as follows: A = width | B = depth | C = height
Striking in any setting

Heighten the style of your interior with the Charleston table lamp. This smart table lamp works well in both modern and traditional settings. It is characterised by a lampbase with antique brass finish and two white marble plates, and a black shade with gold coloured lining for a lovely warm glow when lit.

Table Lamp Charleston
- Antique brass finish | marble
- Including black shade
- A. 20 | B. 50 | C. 68 cm
- Lamp holder: 1 x E27
- 113010

Striking in any setting

Heighten the style of your interior with the Charleston table lamp. This smart table lamp works well in both modern and traditional settings. It is characterised by a lampbase with antique brass finish and two white marble plates, and a black shade with gold coloured lining for a lovely warm glow when lit.

Table Lamp Charleston
- Antique brass finish | marble
- Including black shade
- A. 20 | B. 50 | C. 68 cm
- Lamp holder: 1 x E27
- 113010

Striking in any setting

Heighten the style of your interior with the Charleston table lamp. This smart table lamp works well in both modern and traditional settings. It is characterised by a lampbase with antique brass finish and two white marble plates, and a black shade with gold coloured lining for a lovely warm glow when lit.

Table Lamp Charleston
- Antique brass finish | marble
- Including black shade
- A. 20 | B. 50 | C. 68 cm
- Lamp holder: 1 x E27
- 113010

Table Lamp Newman
- Grey marble | antique brass finish
- Including black shade
- A. 14 | B. 40 | C. 75 cm
- 114000
- Lamp holder: 1 x E27
- 114001

Table Lamp Newman
- Black marble | antique brass finish
- Including black shade
- A. 14 | B. 40 | C. 75 cm
- 114000
- Lamp holder: 1 x E27
- 114001

Table Lamp Newman
- Black marble | antique brass finish
- Including black shade
- A. 14 | B. 40 | C. 75 cm
- 114000
- Lamp holder: 1 x E27
- 114001

Table Lamp Palm Harbor
- Vintage brass finish
- Including black shade
- A. 20 | B. 40 | C. 83 cm
- 113737
- Lamp holder: 1 x E27
- 113733

All lamps are sold without light bulbs. Reference dimensions for wall lamps are indicated as follows: A = width | B = depth | C = height.
Even better than the real thing

Neon lights have always been popular in interior designs, since they infuse extravagance into the space. These vintage style texts add a halo of light and charm to any interior space. They have the look and feel of traditional neon signs. Yet they are a lot more environmentally friendly, since they are made of energy-efficient LED acrylic.
Intriguing trio

The heavenly blue Fly vases and bowl are decorative accents for any table, mantel or shelf. What unites them are geometric planes and a matte finish. Yet there are not two items exactly alike. Since they are hand blown by skilled artisans, each piece is totally unique.
**Mood makers**

Set the mood for mellow moments with the Art Deco inspired Mayson hurricanes. By pairing classic design with contemporary aesthetic, these refined hurricanes exude timeless appeal. Equipped with clear glass rods for a warm and gentle glow, they come in different finishes: bronze highlight, nickel and antique brass.

**Hurricane Mayson S**
Bronze highlight finish | clear glass
ø 18.5 x H. 21.5 cm
112757

**Hurricane Mayson M**
Bronze highlight finish | clear glass
ø 20 x H. 32 cm
113758

**Hurricane Mayson L**
Bronze highlight finish | clear glass
ø 25 x H. 37.5 cm
113759

**Hurricane Sterling**

**Hurricane Grace**

Bell jar of cosiness

Beautifully wrought legs and a clear glass bell jar lend a traditional touch to the Grace hurricane. This elegant candle holder is perfect for use with a pillar candle. Display it anywhere around your home in your favourite finish: weathered, gunmetal highlight or vintage brass.

**Leopard**
Bronze patina
49 x 7 x H. 18.5 cm
112739
Symbol of enlightenment

Create a peaceful atmosphere in your home with the vintage brass Lotus XL tealight holder. Beautifully shaped by skilled artisans to imitate a sacred lotus flower in bloom, this delicate design adds a serene touch to your interior décor. The holder in the center will protect the flower while the tea candle is lit.

Tealight Holder Lotus XL
Vintage brass finish | clear glass
27 x 27 x H. 14 cm
113088

Object Emu
Nickel finish | natural bone
ø 12 x H. 33 cm
112952

Ashtray Bamboo
Vintage brass finish
25,5 x 25,5 x H. 5,5 cm
113314

Box Owl
Antique silver plated
15 x 14,5 x H. 18,5 cm
112796

Box Custard Apple
Vintage brass finish
ø 18 x H. 20 cm
113369

Box Citrouille set of 2
Vintage brass finish
ø 19 x H. 12,5 cm | ø 23 x H. 13 cm
113106

Create a peaceful atmosphere in your home with the vintage brass Lotus XL tealight holder. Beautifully shaped by skilled artisans to imitate a sacred lotus flower in bloom, this delicate design adds a serene touch to your interior décor. The holder in the center will protect the flower while the tea candle is lit.
DECORATIVE STORAGE

**Box Apple & Pear set of 2**
- **Silver plated**
  - Ø 19,5 x H. 25 cm | Ø 19,5 x H. 36 cm
  - 113567

**Box Apple & Pear set of 2**
- **Vintage brass finish**
  - Ø 19,5 x H. 14,5 cm | Ø 13 x H. 15,5 cm
  - 113569

**Box Pear set of 2**
- **Silver plated**
  - Ø 9,5 x H. 17,5 cm | Ø 14 x H. 24,5 cm
  - 113570

**Box Pear set of 2**
- **Vintage brass finish**
  - Ø 9,5 x H. 17,5 cm | Ø 14 x H. 24,5 cm
  - 113572

**Box Apple set of 2**
- **Silver plated**
  - Ø 19 x H. 14,5 cm | Ø 13 x H. 15,5 cm
  - 113574

**Box Apple set of 2**
- **Vintage brass finish**
  - Ø 19,5 x H. 19,5 cm | Ø 19,5 x H. 36 cm
  - 113568

**Box Artichoke**
- **Antique silver plated**
  - Ø 16 x H. 19,5 cm
  - 113352

**Box Artichoke**
- **Vintage brass finish**
  - Ø 16 x H. 19,5 cm
  - 113066

**BOX PEAR**

**BOX APPLE**

**BOX ARTICHOKE**
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113135
Table Lamp Cape Cod
Table Lamp Cape Cod
Vintage brass finish | black granite base
51 x 16 x H. 33,5 cm
Lamp holder: 2 x E27

113089
Table Lamp Burbank
Table Lamp Burbank
Vintage brass finish | black granite base
33 x 21 x H. 22 cm
Lamp holder: 1 x E27

113152
Wall Lamp Larabee
Wall Lamp Larabee
Vintage brass finish
A. 37 | B. 14 | C. 34 cm
Lamp holder: 1 x E14

113191
Mirror Nikki
Mirror Nikki
Vintage brass finish | bevelled mirror glass
ø 82 x D. 3 cm

113157
Mirror Exotic
Mirror Exotic
Vintage brass finish | convex mirror
51 x 75 x D. 9 cm

All lamps are sold without light bulbs. Reference dimensions for wall lamps are indicated as follows: A = width | B = depth | C = height
**PRINTS**

**ERNESTO RIGO**

Add graphic appeal to your interior with this set of six abstract prints by artist Ernesto Rigo. These monochrome artworks will create visual interest in your home décor. Each print comes in a sleek black wood frame with a matching white passe-partout and clear glass plate.

**PRINTS MELOTTI**

To put the beauty of nature center stage, Canadian photographer Irene Suchocki brings a modern and minimalist sensibility to her work. The Peak is a set of 2 monochrome prints with a dream-like aesthetic, like a little poem for the eyes. Each print comes in a sleek black wood frame with a matching white passe-partout and clear glass plate.
Print Gentle Escape
White wooden frame | clear glass
83 x 103 x D. 4 cm
113806

Print Romy Schneider at the Pool
White wooden frame | clear glass
103 x 83 x D. 4 cm
113871

Print A Walk on the Seashore
White wooden frame | clear glass
103 x 83 x D. 4 cm
113876

Print Staring Sophia Loren
White wooden frame | clear glass
83 x 103 x D. 4 cm
113873
CHECK OUT OUR ENTIRE COLLECTION

For an overview of our entire collection of opulent interior pieces, see the Eichholtz Furniture & Accessories Collection Book and the Eichholtz Lighting Collection Book.
In addition we have created a Magazine with our latest arrivals.

Request hard copies of our Collection Books and Magazine or download the pdf’s from www.eichholtz.com via your online account.